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Abstract 
Planning means making a sequence of decisions. The choices made at the initial phase of the planning process determine 
the set of alternatives at succeeding steps. As various criteria and uncertainty must be considered, the multiple criteria 
decision tree seems to be a valuable method for analyzing project planning problems. In the paper a new technique 
combining multiple criteria decision tree and interactive approach is proposed. Our method takes into account quantitative 
and qualitative criteria. An example is presented to show the applicability of the procedure. It is based on the experiences 
of a company working for the railway sector. 
© 2013 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of 
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1. Introduction 
Appropriate plan is the key to the project success. A lot of effort has been made to investigate main 
mistakes done during a planning phase of the project life cycle. Still, however, the term “project planning” is 
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not uniformly defined. Sometimes it is reduced only to scheduling. Under this point of view, in order to plan a 
project one must determine the dates for performing project activities and meeting milestones. However, 
many researchers and practitioners accept a broader definition. Nicholas and Steyn [7] define project planning 
as a process including a number of phases, which starts shortly after a business need, contract request, or 
request for proposal has been received. This paper focuses on the initial phase of the planning process, when 
basic assumptions defining the project are made. 
Plan is a result of a decision process, which is often complex multi-phase procedure. The choices made at 
the early planning stages determine options considered at subsequent phases. Thus, the planning process 
consists of interdependent decisions, leading step by step to the final project plan. Two main factors make 
planning difficult: multiple criteria used for evaluating planning options and uncertainty. It is generally 
accepted that the project goal should be defined clearly and unambiguously. However, when the project is 
already defined, a lot of detailed issues still need to be clarified. The planning decisions affect all the project 
attributes: scope, cost, schedule and quality, which means that trade-offs among them must be taken into 
account. On the other hand planning choices refer to the future. As a result while making them we are faced 
with uncertainty. This lead us to the conclusion that the project planning can be formulated as a dynamic 
multiple criteria decision making process under risk. 
The decision tree is effective tool to formulate and solve such problems. A multiple criteria decision tree 
was analyzed by Haimes et al. [5], who proposed a method for generating the set of efficient solutions. Frini 
et al. [2] solved the multi-criteria decision tree problem without generating the set of all efficient solutions. 
Their approach combined advantages of decomposition with the application of multi-criteria decision aid 
(MCDA) methods at each decision node.  
Numerous approaches have been proposed for project planning and estimation. Among them are the ones 
that use decision trees. This method assumes that the decision process consists of a finite number of periods, 
at which various decisions are made. For each decision, a finite, and usually relatively small number of 
options is defined. However, the result of the decision process is not completely determined by decisions 
made, as the uncertainty is also taken into account. Applications of decision trees in project selection and 
resource allocation were presented in  [1], [3], [4], [6], [9], and [10].  
In previous work [8], the authors of this paper employed decision tree for a bi-criteria problem, in which 
the total cost and completion time were minimized. We used a procedure employing stochastic dominance 
rules for comparing various strategies. However, in some situations this approach cannot be employed. While 
preparing an offer, the management is usually interested in maximizing the probability of success. Other 
attributes that the decision maker may be interested in are: expected profit achieved when the offer is 
accepted, and expected loss occurring when the offer is rejected. Often, some qualitative issues are taken into 
account. Unfortunately expected value is not a good measure for comparing alternatives with respect to 
criteria of this type. In such case ordinal scale must be used for rating decision alternatives, and the expected 
value does not fully reflect diversity of the results that may be achieved under a particular solution. In this 
paper we present a new method combining the decision tree and interactive approach. It enables considering 
quantitative and qualitative criteria. The technique takes into account the probability of success and expected 
value criteria. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a multiple criteria decision tree is introduced. Next section 
presents new methodology for project planning combining the decision tree and interactive approach. A 
numerical example is provided in Section 4. We finish with some conclusions and suggestions for future 
research in the last section. 
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2. Multiple criteria decision tree 
In order to present the multiple criteria decision tree let us first introduce some notation:  
T – number of periods, 
Dt – the set of decision nodes of period t (for t = 1, …, T) or terminal nodes (for t = T + 1):  
( ){ }t tntktt dddd .,,,1 =D  
nd(t) – number of decision nodes in period t, 
t
kA  – the set of decisions (alternatives) at node tkd  of period t (t = 1, …, T):  
( ) ( ) ( ){ }t ktnt ktit kttk aaaa ,,,1 .,,, =A  
( )
t
ktik ,,E – the set of states of nature emerging from alternative ( )t ktia , :  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }t iktnt iktjt iktt ktik eeee ,,,,,,1,, ,,,, =E  
( )t iktjp ,, – probability, that the state of nature ( )
t
iktje ,,  will occur; the following condition is fulfilled for each 
decision made at any node: 
( )
( )
1
,,
1
,,
=¦
=
iktn
j
t
iktj
e
p  for all t = 1, …, T, k = 1, …, nd(t), i = 1, …, na(t, k) (1) 
tΩ – transition function defining the index of the decision or terminal node 
1+
′
t
kd  which is achieved from the 
decision node tkd  assuming the decision ( )t ktia ,  is made and the state of nature ( )
t
iktje ,,  occurs:  
( ) ( )( )t iktjt ktitkt eadk ,,, ,,Ω=′   (2) 
Let us define a strategy ls  as a decision made in the initial decision node, and decisions made in nodes that 
can be achieved as a result of the decisions made in previous stages. A partial strategy ( )t iktls ,,  is a part of the 
strategy involving decision made in the node tkd  and decisions made in the nodes that can be achieved as a 
result of the decisions made in previous stages. Thus, ( )t iktls ,,  is a composition of a decision ( )t ktia ,  and partial 
strategies ( )1 ,,1+ ′′+′t iktls , where values of k’ are defined by (2).  
We assume here that the decision maker specified M objectives. They will be defined for example as 
follows: “Maximize the profit”, “Maximize the probability of success”, “Maximize the evaluation with 
respect to a qualitative criterion”, etc. In order to analyze how good is a particular strategy in relation to the 
objective we must define a criterion. In this paper we assume that one criterion is used to express how good 
are strategies in relation to a particular objective, and two measures can be used to define them: expected 
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value and random event probability. Both measures can be used for comparing alternatives with respect to 
quantitative criteria, but only the second one will be applied for qualitative criteria.  
First, let us see, how expected value can be calculated. By ( ) ( )( )t iktjt ktitktm eadf ,,, ,,  we denote the value of the 
m-th criterion obtained in period t, if the decision ( )t ktia ,  is made in the node tkd  and the state of nature ( )t iktje ,,  
is assessed. Let ( )( )t iktltm sF ,,  be the expected value of m-th criterion obtained in periods from t to T if partial 
strategy ( )
t
iktls ,,  is applied. The following recurrent formula can be used: 
( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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where k’ is defined by (2). 
Let us now assume that the decision maker is interested in the probability that a particular random event π 
will occur, and Δπ be the set of terminal nodes under which event π occurs. The probability that event π will 
occur, assuming that a partial strategy ( )
t
iktls ,,  is applied can be calculated using the following recurrent 
formula: 
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where k’ is defined by (2), and binary variable ( )1+
′πρ Tkd  is defined as follows: 
( ) ®¯­ Δ∈=ρ π+′+′π
otherwise
 if
0
1 11 TkT
k
dd   (5) 
In order to calculate values of the criteria functions defined above we start from the last period. For each 
decision node in this period the number of alternate partial strategies is equal to the number of decisions that 
can be made in this node. The value of criterion under consideration is calculated using (3) or (4). Next we go 
one period back and repeat calculations for all partial strategies starting from this period. Finally the 
evaluations of all feasible strategies are obtained when the decision node in period 1 is considered. 
3. The procedure 
Before we start the procedure, the set of criteria must be defined. Depending on the decision-maker’s 
preferences either expected value, or criteria based on probability of success can be applied. The procedure 
consists of two steps. First, the set of efficient strategies is identified. Next, an interactive procedure is used to 
select the final solution of the problem.  
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A strategy is efficient if it is not dominated by any other. In order to check whether strategy s dominates 
strategy s’ we must verify whether for all criteria s is at least as good as s’ and for at least one s is better. It’s 
obvious, that it makes no sense to consider strategies that are not efficient, as it is possible to improve the 
value of at least one criterion without worsening any other, just by replacing dominated strategy by the one 
that dominates it. 
The set of efficient strategies can be identified by pairwise comparisons. However, in real-world problems 
the set of feasible strategies can be very large. To accelerate the identification of efficient strategies we can 
use iterative procedure analyzing partial strategies starting from the last period.  
Let us assume that the problem is defined in such a way, that all criteria (both based on means and 
probabilities) are maximized. In this case partial strategy ( )t iktls ,,  dominates a partial strategy ( )t lktls ,,′  if for each 
criterion the following condition is fulfilled: 
( )( ) ( )( )t qktltmt iktltm sFsF ,,,, ′≥ , for all q = 1, …, ( )ktna ,    – in the case of expected value criterion (6) 
( )( ) ( )( )t qktltmt iktltm sPsP ,,,, ′≥ , for all q = 1, …, ( )ktna ,    – in the case of probability criterion (7) 
with strict inequality for at least one criterion.  
Let ( )1 ,,1+ ′′+′t iktls  be the partial strategy which is the part of ( )t iktls ,, . It can be shown, that if the partial strategy 
( )
t
iktls ,,  is efficient, then all partial strategies ( )1 ,,1+ ′′+′t iktls  are also efficient. Thus, the efficiency of ( )1 ,,1+ ′′+′t iktls  is a 
necessary condition for the efficiency ( )
t
iktls ,, . This relation can be used to simplify the identification of the set 
efficient strategies.  
The procedure that can be used to identify efficient strategies consists of the following steps: 
1. Start from the last period: t = T; identify partial efficient strategies for all decision nodes of period T. 
2. Go to the previous period: t = t – 1. 
3. For each decision node of period t, identify strategies satisfying the necessary condition for efficiency 
(take into account efficient partial strategies for all decision nodes of period t + 1). 
4. For each decision node of period t identify strategies satisfying the sufficient condition for efficiency – 
compare strategies pairwisely using formula (4) in order to eliminate the ones that are dominated by any 
other. 
5. If t > 1 – go to 2, otherwise: stop the procedure. 
In step 3 partial strategies consisted of the decisions made in node tkd  and all combinations of efficient 
partial strategies identified for nodes achieved from tkd  are identified. The efficient partial strategies 
identified for the decision node of period 1 are the efficient strategies for the whole decision process. 
In real-world problems the set of the efficient strategies is usually large. Here we propose to use a simple  
interactive procedure for the selection of the final solution. In each iteration the potency matrix is generated 
and presented to the decision maker. It consists of two rows: the first groups the worst (pessimistic), and the 
second – the best (optimistic) values of criteria attainable independently within the set of efficient strategies. 
The decision maker is asked whether pessimistic values are satisfactory. If the answer is yes, he/she is asked 
to make a final choice. Otherwise, the decision maker is asked to express his/her preferences defining values, 
that the criteria should achieve, or at least indicating the criterion, for which the pessimistic value should be 
improved. 
Let Sˆ  be the set of efficient strategies, S(l) – the set of strategies analyzed in iteration l, and P(l) – the 
potency matrix: 
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where: ( )l
m
g  is the worst and 
( )l
mg  the best value of m-th criterion obtained for strategies from the set S
(l)
. 
The procedure for identifying the final solution works as follows: 
1. l = 1, ( ) SS ˆ1 = . 
2. Identify potency matrix P(l). 
3. Ask the decision maker whether he/she is satisfied with the pessimistic values. If the answer is yes, go to 
(8). 
4. Ask the decision maker whether he/she would like to define the aspiration levels for criteria. If the answer 
is no – go to (6). 
5. Ask the decision maker to specify aspiration levels ( )lmg~  for m = 1, …, M. Identify the set of strategies 
satisfying decision maker’s requirements: 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }Mmgsss lmlllll ,,1~,:1 =∈=+ for than not worse is  of evaluation thesuch that SS  (9) 
If ( ) ∅=+1lS  – report it to the decision maker and go to (4), otherwise go to (7). 
6. Ask the decision maker to indicate the index m of the criterion, for which the pessimistic value is 
unsatisfactory. Identify the set of strategies for which the value of the m-th criterion exceeds the current 
pessimistic value ( )l
m
g : 
( ) ( ) ( ){ }l
mq
l
qq
l gmsss n better tha iscriterion th - respect to  with  of evaluation thesuch that ,:1 SS ∈=+  (10) 
7. Assume l = l + 1 and go to (2). 
8. Ask the decision maker to indicate the index m of the criterion that should achieve the optimistic value, 
identify the final solution as a strategy maximizing the value of m-th criterion. 
4. An application of the procedure in project planning 
The application presented here is based on the experience of the company providing solutions for the 
railway industry. The organization is famous for the exceptional care it takes with regard to the safety of 
equipment and the range of services offered. Due to the specialized nature of its business, the execution of 
each project requires particular attention to detail and care both in preparation and implementation phase. 
In this study we consider both technical and organizational problems that have to be solved within the 
project planning phase. They consist mainly in assessing the potential use of company resources and 
experience to estimate the number of essential project elements. At this stage the team should verify that the 
company will be able to implement the project having won the tender. The most important factors 
determining the implementation of the planned tasks include: accessibility of the resources required for 
effective project management (project and construction managers, experienced contract engineers and 
contractors), production capacity adequate to produce the equipment required, the availability of the 
technology suitable for satisfying investor’s needs. Knowledge of the local market and local circumstances is 
also very important. Combined, all these factors affect the decision regarding preparation and submitting a bid 
for the investor. 
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This example describes how the procedure proposed in the paper can be used when the decision on the 
tender preparation is made. The company considers entering a new market. It is possible to operate as a 
general contractor or to cooperate with a local company. Three objectives are considered: (1) to maximize the 
probability of process success, (2) to maximize profit margin, and (3) to maximize the evaluation describing 
the strategic fit. The process is successful if the company decides to submit an offer and it is accepted. 
Expected value is used to evaluate strategies with respect to the second criterion. Finally, each final state is 
evaluated with respect to the last criterion using 4 point scale, where 0 means that the company abandons bid 
or the company’s offer is not accepted, 1 – the company implements the project with a local partner providing 
part of the equipment, 2 – the company executes the project with a local partner employed for completing a 
part of installation work only, 3 – the company implements the project as a general contractor. 
The decision tree describing the decision process is presented on fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Decision tree of the problem  
The details of the decision-making process under consideration are given below. At the first stage (decision 
node 1) the choice between two options must be made: (1A) implementation of the project in collaboration 
with a local company, and (1B) implementation of the project as a general contractor.  
The first option leads to the state-of-nature node a, in which two states of nature can arise: the company 
finds a local representative for cooperation (state a1 leading to the node 2), the company is not able to find a 
cooperator (state a2 leading to node 3). The decision 1B leads to the state-of-nature node b, in which the 
following states of nature are considered: the company is facing technical and organizational problems during 
the tender preparation (state b1 leading to node 4), and the company is able to prepare the tender without too 
much trouble (state b2 leading to node 5). 
The decisions considered in node 2 are as follows: (2A) the collaborating company is employed as the 
supplier of some part of equipment, and (2B) the collaborating company is employed for completing a part of 
installation work only. 
If decision 2A is made, the process proceeds to state-of-nature node c, otherwise it proceeds to the node d. 
Two states of nature are considered in node c: (c1) problems with adaptation of devices supplied by the local 
cooperator occurred (leading to node 6), and (c2) no problems with adaptation are identified (leading to node 
7). The states of nature taken into account in node d are as follows: (d1) an agreement concerning the 
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distribution of responsibilities has been reached, no problems arise from the implementation of the assigned 
tasks (the process goes to node 8), (d2) an agreement concerning the distribution of responsibilities has been 
reached, there are problems arising from implementation of the assigned tasks (the process goes to node 9). 
In the decision node 3 the DM can choose between two alternatives: (3A) to give up tender submission, or 
(3B) to turn back to the original concept – the completion of the project as a general contractor. If the first 
option is chosen, the decision-making process is finished, otherwise it goes to the state-of-nature e, where two 
states are considered: (e1) the company is facing problems with the organisation of the project (the process 
goes to node 10), (e2) the company is not facing any problems with the organisation of the project (the 
process goes to node 11). 
The decision node 4 represents the situation when the company has to choose between two alternatives: 
(4A) to hire a consulting firm to support project implementation, or (4B) to turn back to the original concept – 
to establish cooperation with a local company. 
If the first option is chosen, the process goes to state-of-nature node f, otherwise it is moved to node g. The 
former represents the possibility of the occurrence of two states: (f1) problems with implementation are not 
solved, (f2) with the help of the consulting firm problems are solved. The occurrence of these states moves the 
decision-making process to nodes 12 and 13, respectively. In node g two possibilities are considered: (g1) 
cooperation with a local company makes it possible to solve problems, (g2) problems identified during tender 
preparation are not solved. State g1 leads to node 14, while state g2 to node 15.  
The last decision node that has to be considered at the second stage of the process is node 5. It represents 
the situation in which the company is able to prepare the tender without too much trouble. In such a case the 
decision to submit the tender is made. 
The decisions made at the third stage are as follows: 
 (6A) completing the contract by using only devices produced by the company itself and submitting the 
tender,  
 (6B) adaptation works and submitting the tender,  
 (9A), (15A) organizing additional training for the employees of the cooperator and submit the tender,  
 (10A) hiring a consulting company and submitting the tender, 
  (7A), (8A), (11A) , (13A), (14A) – submitting the tender, 
 (6C), (9B), (10B), (12A), (15B) giving up tender submission. 
The set of all feasible strategies consists of 18 solutions (Table 1). 
Table 1. Feasible strategies 
s1 1A – 2A – 3A – 6A – 7A s11 1A – 2B – 3A – 8A – 9A 
s2 1A – 2A – 3A – 6B – 7A s11 1A – 2B – 3A – 8A – 9B 
s3 1A – 2A – 3A – 6C – 7A s12 1A – 2B – 3B – 8A – 9A – 10A – 11A 
s4 1A – 2A – 3B – 6A – 7A – 10A – 11A s13 1A – 2B – 3B – 8A – 9A – 10B – 11A 
s5 1A – 2A – 3B – 6A – 7A – 10B – 11A s14 1A – 2B – 3B – 8A – 9B – 10A – 11A 
s6 1A – 2A – 3B – 6B – 7A – 10A – 11A s15 1A – 2B – 3B – 8A – 9B – 10B – 11A 
s7 1A – 2A – 3B – 6B – 7A – 10B – 11A s16 1B – 4A – 5A – 12A – 13A 
s8 1A – 2A – 3B – 6C – 7A – 10A – 11A s17 1B – 4B – 5A – 14A – 15A 
s9 1A – 2A – 3B – 6C – 7A – 10B – 11A s18 1B – 4B – 5A – 14A – 15B 
 
The decision to submit the tender in each case leads to a state-of-nature node in which two states are 
considered: the company’s offer is accepted or rejected. Table 2 presents probabilities of states of nature. 
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Table 2. Probabilities of states of nature 
State of 
nature 
Proba-
bility 
State of 
nature 
Proba-
bility 
State of 
nature 
Proba-
bility 
State of 
nature 
Proba-
bility 
a1 0.7 c1 0.6 e1 0.4 g1 0.3 
a2 0.3 c2 0.4 e2 0.6 g2 0.7 
b1 0.6 d1 0.6 f1 0.6 h1 … r1 0.6 
b2 0.4 d2 0.4 f2 0.4 h2 … r2 0.4 
 
Each terminal node represents a particular scenario of the process. Part of them represents the success of: 
these are the nodes which are reached as a result of states of nature h1 – r1. On the other hand terminal nodes 
h2 – r2 mean that the tender is not accepted. The terminal nodes that are reached as a result of decisions to 
give up the submission (3A, 6C, 9B, 10B, 12A, 15B) correspond to the process failure as well.  
Three objectives are taken into account: (1) to maximize probability of success, (2) to maximize profit 
margin, (3) to maximize strategic fit, and following criteria are used: (1) probability that the process 
terminates in any of terminal nodes representing the tender success, profit margin expected value, and 
probability that the evaluation with respect to strategic fit is equal to 3. Table 3 presents values of profit 
margins and strategic fit criterion for each terminal node.  
Table 3. Values of profit margin and strategic fit criterion 
Final decision / 
state of nature 
Profit 
margin 
Strategic 
fit 
Final decision / 
state of nature 
Profit 
margin 
Strategic 
fit 
6A / h1 634,733 3 10A / m2 -46,400 0 
6A / h2 
-46,233 0 10B -34,333 0 
6B / i1 800,867 1 11A / n1 744,667 3 
6B / i2 
-34,500 0 11A / n2 -46,750 0 
6C 
-27,867 0 12A -39,220 0 
7A / j1 870,333 1 13A / o1 694,340 3 
7A / j2 
-34,783 0 13A / o2 -46,700 0 
8A / k1 819,467 2 14A / p1 750,467 2 
8A / k2 
-34,730 0 14A / p2 -46,733 0 
9A / l1 760,567 2 15A / q1 710,833 2 
9A / l2 
-46,467 0 15A / q2 -46,033 0 
9B 
-39,333 0 15B -39,167 0 
3B 
-27,200 0 5A / r1 756,000 3 
10A / m1 694,167 3 5A / r2 -34,221 0 
 
First, the set of efficient strategies is identified. The interactive procedure starts with presentation of the 
potency matrix P(1) to the decision maker (tab. 4).  
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Table 4. Potency matrix P(1) 
Value Probability of success Profit margin Prob. that strategic fit 
is equal to 3 
pessimistic 0.656 470003 0.180 
optimistic 0.740 584011 0.432 
 
The decision maker asked for improving the pessimistic value of the last criterion. Thus, in the next 
iteration following pessimistic values were obtained: 0.660,  470003, 0.240. The decision maker was satisfied 
with these values and selected profit margin as a criterion that should be maximized in order to identify the 
final solution. As a result the strategy s17 was selected. According it, the company should initially try to 
implement the project as a general contractor. If then the company would face problems during tender 
preparation, it should try to find a local partner, and submit the tender if it would be possible. 
5. Conclusions 
Various criteria are usually taken into account in project planning. As these decisions are made under risk, 
the decision tree seems to be an efficient tool. In this paper an interactive technique based on the decision tree 
is proposed for such problems. The procedure uses various types of criteria for comparing alternate strategies. 
In future work the decision maker’s attitude to risk will be taken into account by applying stochastic 
dominance rules. 
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